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Abstract
A construction for Segal operations for K-theory of categories with co4brations, weak equiva-
lences and a biexact pairing is given and coherence properties of the operations are studied. The
model for K-theory, which is used, allows coherence to be studied by means of (symmetric)
monoidal functors. In the case of Waldhausen A-theory it is shown how to recover the operations
used in Waldhausen (Lecture Notes in Mathematics, Vol. 967, Springer, Berlin, 1982, pp. 390
–409) for the A-theory Kahn–Priddy theorem. The total Segal operation for A-theory, which
assembles exterior power operations, is shown to carry a natural in4nite loop map structure. The
basic input is the un-delooped model for K-theory, which has been developed from a construc-
tion by Grayson and Gillet for exact categories in Gunnarsson et al. (J. Pure Appl. Algebra 79
(1992) 255), and Grayson’s setup for operations in Grayson (K-theory (1989) 247). The relevant
material from these sources is recollected followed by observations on equivariant objects and
pairings. Grayson’s conditions are then translated to the context of categories with co4brations
and weak equivalences. The power operations are shown to be well behaved w.r.t. suspension and
are extended to algebraic K-theory of spaces. Staying close with the philosophy of Waldhausen
(1982) Waldhausen’s maps are found. The Kahn–Priddy theorem follows from splitting the “free
part” oC the equivariant theory. The treatment of coherence of the total operation in A-theory
involves results from Laplaza (Lecture Notes in Mathematics, Vol. 281, Springer, Berlin, 1972,
pp. 29–65) and restriction to spherical objects in the source of the operation. c© 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
One may view K-theory as an additive device for describing the infrastructure of
equivalences of 4ltered objects in a category. This has been made precise for categories
with co4brations and weak equivalences by Waldhausen [23] by means of the S•
construction—thereby generalizing Quillen’s Q construction for exact categories. These
constructions behave like classifying spaces with respect to products, i.e. one has to
take loops to adjust for internal pairings. An ‘un-delooped version’ of K-theory in
interesting cases is provided by the spherical models or plus—construction approach,
which allows for instance to trace a symmetric monoidal categorical product on the
input to an E∞-product on the output [18].
This type of approach becomes cumbersome, when one wants to factor operations
through equivariant objects as in [23,25], as typically operations will not carry spherical
objects to equivariant spherical objects.
Un-delooped descriptions for K-theory as combinatorial objects incorporating group
completion have been provided by [3,6]. One objective for such constructions is to
handle further multiplicative properties for K-theory.
In this paper we generalize Grayson’s setup for exterior power operations [5] to
construct maps
!k : subkwG•C→ wGk•C
k for k¿ 0:
Here C is a (nice) category with co4brations, weak equivalences, suspension [6] and
biexact pairing; wG•C is the suspension prespectra model for the K-theory of C of
[6]. wGk• is the k-fold iteration. subk denotes subdivision. C
k is the 
k equivariant
version of the base category.
These maps assemble to a total Segal operation, which in the case of Waldhausen
A-theory becomes an in4nite loop map
! :A(∗)→ 1×
∏
n¿1
A
n(∗);
where A
n is the K-theory of 
n-spaces. That is the map survives to the spectra as-
sociated with the in4nite loop space structures in source and target (thereby inducing
maps of the corresponding (co)-homology theories).
As the A
n allow for a splitting—which is in4nite loop also—the operations for the
A-theory Kahn–Priddy of [23] 4t into the picture by projecting to the free part. Such
splitting devices are rather typical for Kahn–Priddy situations (cf. [2,19]).
Generally, in this paper E∞-structures are described via symmetric monoidal struc-
tures on the category level, and E∞-maps come from symmetric monoidal functors
([15,21]).
The paper consists of two major related parts. Sections 1–4 provide combinatorial
analysis for the extension of Grayson’s construction of operations for exact categories
[5] to categories with co4brations and weak equivalences. This works for co4brations
with a (mild) extension property. The combinatorics of the operations are ruled by 4ve
formal conditions (E1)–(E5). Among those in particular the veri4cation of (E5) in
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the cases at hand is seemingly straightforward, but needs a slightly involved inductive
reduction to categorical arguments on colimits.
Sections 5–9 treat coherence issues and some equivariant homotopy theory of re-
tractive spaces, which comes in by stabilization. To derive Waldhausen’s operations on
K-theory of spaces relevant for the A-theory Kahn–Priddy theorem [23] one needs to
extract the ‘free part’. To get coherence one restricts eventually to spherical objects in
the very source of the Segal map, i.e. one has to consider the eCect of suspension. The
methods in this part are mostly based on [24]. (The classical case of stable homotopy
may be recovered by applying the construction to the category of 4nite sets (cf. [2,19,
Remarks (ii), p. 247]).
Material from Sections 1–9 is combined in Section 10 for coherently structuring the
total Segal map. (The E∞-structure of Theorem 10.1 shows up as part of a homotopy
ring structure.)
Some categorical properties (hocolim descriptions in the style of Thomason [20])
of the operations, which are not used in Sections 5–10, but might be of independent
interest, have been placed in Appendix A.
1. Review of the G•-construction—the un-delooped model of algebraic K -theory
In [6] we described how to extend the G•-construction of [3] to the context of cate-
gories with co4brations and weak equivalences. We will recall the de4nitions. Notions
not explicitly recalled are taken from [24].
1.1. Denition. (1) Cof is the category whose objects are small categories with co-
4brations and whose morphisms are the exact functors [24; p. 320].
(2) wCof is the category whose objects are small categories with co4brations and
weak equivalences and whose morphisms are the exact functors [24, p. 326].
A basic example of an object in wCof is the category Sf∗ of 4nite pointed simplicial
sets with the usual notions of co4brations and weak equivalences.
S• :wCof → op − wCof is the functor de4ned in [24, p. 328]. op is the index
category for simplicial objects.
For C∈Ob(wCof) we let wC denote the category of weak equivalences in C.
Ob(wC) = Ob(C), Mor(wC) = {f∈Mor(C)|f is a weak equivalence in C}.
1.2. Denition ([6, De4nition 2.2], [3,4]).
G• :wCof →op − wCof is de4ned by the cartesian square
G•C → PS•C
↓ ↓
PS•C → S•C
Here PS•C is the path object PSnC = Sn+1C and PS•C → S•C is given by the
boundary map d0 : Sn+1C→ SnC.
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PS•C is simplicially homotopic to S0C = pt by [24, Lemma 1.5.1, p. 341]. This
gives a map
|wG•C| → |wS•C|: (1)
Here |wS•C| is the model for K-theory of [24]. In [6] we proved:
1.3. Theorem ([6; Theorem 2.6]).
The map |wG•C| → |wS•C| is a weak equivalence if C is pseudo-additive.
Here pseudo-additivity is an extra condition that for instance holds for exact cate-
gories (in the sense of Quillen). To get the algebraic K-theory in other cases, we assume
that C∈wCof has a cylinder functor satisfying Cyl1 and Cyl2 in [24,
p. 343] and the cylinder axiom [24, p. 349]. Then C has a suspension functor 

and then a category of prespectra 
∞C de4ned as
colim(C 
→ C 
→ C→ · · ·):
For 
∞C map (1) is a weak equivalence. The map wS•C→ wS•
∞C is a weak equiv-
alence by [24]. The model wG•C is a simplicial category whose objects in dimension
n can be described as diagrams
(2)
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where  denotes co4brations and the sequences X ′0  X
′
i  Xi=0, X0  Xi  Xi=0 and
Xi=j  Xk=j  Xk=i are co4bration sequences.
These diagrams can be considered as functors as follows (following [5]):
A category with exact sequences (I; ses(I))) is a category I together with a collection
of sequences
ses(I) ⊆ Nerv2(I):
An exact functor F : (I1; ses(I1)) → (I2; ses(I2)) is a functor F : I1 → I2 such that
Nerv2(F)(ses(I1)) ⊆ ses(I2), i.e. F maps exact sequences to exact sequences.
If C∈wCof, then the exact sequences in C are the co4bration sequences
A C  B:
For A∈, we denote with &(A) the partially ordered set {L; R}  A with L¡a and
R¡a for all a∈A; and for c; d∈A we have c¡d, if c¡d in A.
If A is 0→ 2→ · · · → n, then &(A) is given by the diagram
,(A) is the category of arrows in &(A), except L→ L and R→ R.
If A is 0→ 1→ 2→ · · · → n, as above then, ,(A) is given by the diagram
(3)
Here a=b denotes the arrow b6 a in &(A) and a=b→ c=d denotes the diagram
b 6 d
6 6
a 6 c
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The exact sequences in ,(A) are the sequences j=k → i=k → i=j for k6 j6 i in &(A),
with j=k, i=k and i=j in ,(A). This gives an identi4cation
GAC = Exact(,(A);C)
Observe that if F :,(A)→ C is exact, then F(i=i) = pt.
,(A) is functorial in A∈ and this functoriality preserves exact sequences.
Hence another description [5] of G• is obtained as a functor
wCof → (op − wCof)
2. Review of Grayson’s construction of operations in algebraic K -theory of exact
categories
In [5] Grayson used the G•-construction to obtain exterior power operations in alge-
braic K-theory of exact categories (see also [17]). As we will show, he set up things so
that the techniques can be applied to the case with (nice) categories with co4brations
and weak equivalences. For the convenience of the reader, we will recall the construc-
tion in [5]. For readability we often omit weak equivalence directions from notation.
This is justi4ed by the swallowing lemma [24, 1.6.5].
2.1. The k-fold edge-wise subdivision [5].
The concatenation A1; A2; : : : ; Ak of a sequence (A1; A2; : : : ; Ak) of (partially) ordered
sets is the disjoint union A1
∐
A2
∐ · · ·∐Ak ordered so that each Ai is a (partially)
ordered subset and with the additional relations that if i¡ j; ai ∈Ai and aj ∈Aj then
ai ¡aj.
Concatenation gives rise to the standard functor
con : k → 
(A1; : : : ; Ak) → A1A2 : : : Ak
If X :op → D is a simplicial object in some category D, then the k-fold edge-wise
subdivision — we use — subk X of X , is the k-simplicial object in D given by the
composite
subk X : (k)op con→ op X→D:
For a simplicial set X there is a natural homeomorphism |subk X | → |X | — see [5]
— of geometric realizations.
2.2. The functor .K .
The combinatorics in the construction of the Segal operations are handled by [5] in
the following way: there are two operations for which we use the symbols  (the
diamond operation) and  (the boxtensor operation).
The formulas are encoded in a category ,k(A) with exact sequences. ,k(A) is func-
torial in A∈.
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2.3. Denition ([5; Section 5]).
For A∈ we de4ne ,1(A) = ,(A). For k ¿ 1 we de4ne Ob(,k(A)) as the subset
of Ob(,(A))× ({;}×,(A))k−1, with elements 0= (i1=l1; ∗2; i2=l2; ∗3; : : : ; ∗k ; ik =lk)
characterized by
(A1) ir ∈ &(A); lr ∈ &(A) and ∗r ∈{;};
for all r: (A2) lr6 ir and ir ∈A;
(A3) if ∗r = and r ¿ 1; then lr−1 = lr and ir−16 ir :
,k(A) will be a partially ordered set, considered as a category. The arrows in ,k(A)
are given by the requirement, that for 0; 0′ ∈Ob(,k(A)) there is one and only one
arrow 0→ 0′,
(B1) ir6 ir ;
if for each r: (B2) lr6 l′r ;
(B3) if ∗r = and ∗′r =; then ir−16 l′r :
There is no map if ∗r = and ∗′r =.
A sequence 0′ → 0→ 0′′ in ,k(A) is exact, if there exist integers r6 s such that
(C1) for any p¡r or s¡p, we have i′p = ip = i
′′
p; l
′
p = lp = l
′′
p and ∗′p = ∗p = ∗′′p,
(C2) for any p satisfying r ¡p6 s, we have ∗′p = ∗p = ∗′′p = and i′p = ip = i′′p,
(C3) lr = l′r6 i
′
r = l
′′
r 6 i
′′
r = ir ; ∗′r = ∗r and ∗′′r =.
The Segal operations are extracted from ,k(A) with the functor .k .
2.4. Denition ([5]).
For A1; : : : ; Ak ∈, the functor
.k :,(A1)× · · · × ,(Ak)→ ,k(A1; : : : ; Ak)
is given by .k(i1=j1; : : : ; ik =jk) = (i1=l1; ∗2; i2=l2; ∗3; : : : ; ∗k ; ik =lk); where we de4ne
l1 = j1, and then inductively for r ¿ 1 we declare
(D1) if jr = L, then ∗r = and lr = lr−1,
(D2) if jr =L, then ∗r = and lr = jr .
2.5. Theorem ([5]).
,k(A) is a category with exact sequences, natural in the variable A∈, .k is a
multi-exact functor (i.e. exact in each variable separately) and is natural in each of
the variables A1; : : : ; Ak ∈.
2.6. Construction [5].
Let (Mn)n¿0 be a sequence of exact categories (in the sense of Quillen [Q]) and
let
n;p :Mn ×Mp →Mn+p
be exact functors (called boxtensors) for n; p¿ 0. (Associative up to natural isomor-
phisms).
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Let Fk(M) denote the category of k-4ltered objects in the exact category M, i.e.
sequences v1  · · · vk of co4brations (admissible monomorphisms) in M and let
n;k = Fk(Mn)→Mnk
be functors (to be thought of as exterior powers and called diamonds).
The notation V1 · · ·Vk :=n;k(V1  V2  · · · Vk) is used.
The operations (n;p)n¿0;p¿0 and (n;k)n¿0; k¿1 are assumed to satisfy the follow-
ing compatibility conditions (E1)–(E5), formalizing the relations between tensorprod-
uct and exterior powers of vectorspaces:
(E1) Given V  · · · W  X  · · ·Y , there is a natural map
(V · · ·W ) (X · · ·Y )→ V · · ·WX · · ·Y:
These maps are associative in the obvious sense.
(E2) Given V  · · · W  X  · · · Y , there is a natural map
V · · ·WX · · ·Y → (V · · ·W ) (X=W · · ·Y=W ):
These maps are associative in the obvious sense also. The condition is for any choice
of quotient objects X=W; : : : ; Y=W .
(E3) Given U  · · · V  W  · · · X  Y  · · · Z the following diagram
commutes:
(E4) Given U  · · ·  V  W  · · ·  X  Y  · · ·  Z , the following
diagram commutes:
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(E5) Given U  · · · V  W ′  W  X  · · · Y the sequence
is an exact sequence.
2.7. The functor 6k . The collection of operations  and  de4ne functors
6k;: Exact(,(A);Mn)→ Exact(,k(A);Mnk)
as follows [5]: Given M ∈Exact(,(A);Mn) and given
(i1=l1; ∗2; i2=l2; ∗3; : : : ; ∗k ; ik =lk)∈Ob(,k(A))
we de4ne the functor 6kM = 6k;M on objects with the formula
6kM (i1=l1; ∗2; i2=l2; : : : ; ∗k ; ik =lk) =M (i1=l1)∗2; : : : ; ∗kM (ik =lk);
where  has precedence over ; and left association is used for . 6kM is de4ned
on arrows in the natural way.
2.8. Theorem ([5]).
6k — de=ned as above — gives a well-de=ned functor, natural in the variable
A∈.
The functor .k above induces functors
.∗k : Exact(,
k(A1 : : : Ak);Mn)→ Exact(,(A1)× · · · × ,(Ak);Mn);
where a functor ,(A1) × · · · × ,(Ak) → Mn is exact, if it is exact in each variable
separately.
The composition .∗k ◦ subk(6k) now gives the desired operations
Since there is naturality in the variables A1; : : : ; Ak ∈, Exact(,(A);Mn) = GAMn
and for the k-times iterated G•-construction, there is an isomorphism: GA1 ;:::;AkMn ∼=
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Exact(,(A1)×· · ·×,(Ak);Mn). The compositions !k :=.∗k ◦ subk(6k) can be viewed
as functors
!k : subk G•Mn → Gk•Mnk
whose geometric realizations give the (desired) operations
!k :K(Mn)→ K(Mnk):
The last assertion comes by observing, that there is a natural inclusion G•M→ Gk•M,
which is a weak equivalence for exact categories [3].
3. Equivariant objects, boxtensor and diamond
For a group G we let CG be the category of objects in C with a left G-action and
equivariant maps. A G-co4bration should just be a G-map, which is a co4bration in
C. Observe that this turns (CG; G− cof) into a category with co4brations in the sense
of [24]. Now let C be a category with co4brations and a biexact pairing ∧ such that
(C;∨;∧) is symmetric bimonoidal [15] (∨ is a sum in C). Using these data we will
(following [5]) construct two sets of operations:
k; l :C
k × C
l → C
k+l
and the diamond operation
k :C[k] → C
k :
Here 
k is the symmetric group. C[k] is the category of 4ltered objects in C, i.e. the
category of sequences
p1  p2  · · · pk
of co4brations and natural transformations of such sequences. The operations and 
corresponds to ⊗ and ∧ in [5]. We follow an earlier notation by Grayson in order not
to confuse the diamond operator with the pairing ∧. Our construction is a non-linear
analogue of the construction in the last example in [5]. The boxtensor operation  is
de4ned using induction as follows. For a 4nite set A and C ∈Ob(CH ) we form
A+ ∧ C := C ∨ · · · ∨ C
← |A| →
This construction can be made functorial using the symmetric monoidal structure by
association to the left. (We will use this convention throughout the paper for (sym-
metric) monoidal structures.) A+ is A with a base-point added. For a subgroup H of
a 4nite group G we let
IndGH (C) := (G=H)
+ ∧ C
which we give a G-action by the rule: pick a set g1; : : : ; g|G=H | of representatives gi ∈G
of the left cosets in G=H . If ggi = gjh, with h∈H , then g maps the ith summand of
(G=H)+ ∧ C to the jth summand using h
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(G=H)+ ∧ C g−−−−−→ (G=H)+ ∧ C incli  inclj
C h−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ C
Consider 
k × 
l as a subgroup of 
k+l using the standard inclusion.
3.1. Denition. The boxtensor operation
k; l :C
k × C
l → C
k+l
is given by C1k; l C2 := Ind

k+l

k×
l(C1 ∧ C2); for k; l¿ 0.
3.2. Lemma. The boxtensor operation k; l :C
k × C
l → C
k+l is biexact for all
k; l¿ 0.
Proof. The pairing ∧ is biexact; and ∨ is exact.
3.3. Remark. We write  for k; l if k; l are clear from the context.
To prepare for the de4nition of diamond operations we construct a diagram from a
given sequence of co4brations.
Let P=(P1  · · · Pk) be a sequence of co4brations in C. Let k = {1; : : : ; k} and
I(k)={f : k → k|(∃:∈
k) with (f6 :)}. Here f6 g means: (∀i∈ k) (f(i)6 g(i)).
This makes (I(f);6) into a partially ordered set. The sequence P de4nes a functor
P : I(k)→ C given on objects by
f → P
f
:= (Pf(1) ∧ · · · ∧ Pf(k)):
If f6 g, the co4brations Pf(i)  Pg(i) give co4brations Pf  Pg by biexactness
of ∧.
3.4. Denition. (i) The functor k :C[k] → C
k given by k(P)=colimf∈I(k) Pf with

k -action induced from permuting factors; is called the diamond operation. (As P is a
4nite diagram of co4brations the colimit exists.)
(ii) The generalized diamond operation n;k :C
[k]

n → C
n·k is given by the composi-
tion of k :C
[k]

n → (C
n)
k ∼= CBn; k with induction from Bn;k to 
n·k . Here Bn;k ¡
n·k
denotes the group of block permutations. The blocks are of length n and there are k
of them. Observe that 1; k is naturally identi4ed with k .
3.5. Remark. For P = (P1  · · ·  Pk) we use the notation P1 · · ·Pk :=k(P);
in case the co4brations are clear from the context. Note that if P=P1 =P2 = · · ·=Pn;
then
P1P2 · · ·Pn= P · · ·P= P ∧ · · · ∧ P
← n→ ← n→
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3.6. Example. If (C;∨;∧) is the usual category of 4nite pointed sets with inclusions
as co4brations; then P1 · · ·Pk is (isomorphic to) the union⋃
:∈
k
P:(1) ∧ · · · ∧ P:(k) ⊂ Pk ∧ · · · ∧ Pk;
i.e. the smallest 
k -equivariant subset of Pk ∧ · · · ∧ Pk containing P1 ∧ P2 ∧ · · · ∧ Pk .
4. Grayson’s conditions for categories with cobrations
By inspection the following variant of Grayson’s result holds:
4.1. Theorem. Let (Mn)n¿0 be a sequence of categories with co=brations. Let
m;p :Mm ×Mp →Mm+p
be exact functors associative up to natural isomorphisms. Let Fk(M) denote the
category of k-=ltered objects in a category with co=brations M and
n;k :Fk(Mn)→Mn·k
functors. Suppose the n;p and n;k ful=ll (E1)–(E5) of Section 2. Then Grayson’s
construction
!kn : subk G•Mn → Gk•Mn·k
is well de=ned.
4.2. Remark. Observe that for a general category with co4brations M the construction
G•M may not give the K-theory of M in the sense of [24].
4.3. Denition. A category C with co4brations is said to have the extension property;
if for all commutative diagrams of co4bration sequences
in C; with vertical co4brations as indicated; it follows; that i∈Cof(C).
4.4. Remark. The extension property implies that the natural inclusion
GkA1 ;:::;AkC→ Exact(,(A1)× · · · × ,(Ak);C)
is an isomorphism.
4.5. Proposition. Let (C;∨;∧) be a symmetric bimonoidal category with co=brations;
extension property and biexact pairing ∧. Then the functors
n;k :C
n × C
k → C
n+k and n;k :Fk(C
n)→ C
n·k
of Section 3 ful=ll (E1)–(E5).
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Proof. Properties (E1)–(E4) are consequences of the assumed symmetric bimonoidal
structure. It remains to verify property (E5). As n;k is given by the composition
of k with an exact functor; it suTces to show (E5) for k . This will be done in
Lemma 4.7.
To prepare for the proof of Lemma 4.7 we observe Lemma 4.6, which we will use
several times.
4.6. Lemma. If X1  · · · Xn is a sequence of co=brations then the diagrams
( ... )  ( ... )X X X X X1 +2    i k k n
( ... ...X X X X X1 +2    i k k n
( ... ...X X X X X1 +1 +2    i k k n
( ... )  ( ... )X X X X X1 +1 +2    i k k n
are cocartesian for 16 i6 k6 (n− 1).
Proof. This is a consequence of the de4nition of  and that one takes the colimit in
four steps.
4.7. Lemma. If C has the extension property for co=brations then a sequence
X1  · · · Xn  A Y1  · · · Ym
of co=brations gives rise to two co=bration sequences:
X X A Y Y1 2    ... ...n m(i) X X Y Y1 1    ... ...n m
( ... )  ( / ... )X X Y A Y1 1   n m /A
A Y Y 2 m...(ii) Y Y1... m Y A ... Y1/ /  m A
Proof. We will 4rst show that claim (i) of the lemma follows from its claim (ii). The
proof of claim (ii) will occupy the rest of Section 4.
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We consider the diagram
( ... ...X X X Y Y1 2    n m) ( )n X X X Y Y1    ...   ...n n m2
( ... ...X X A Y Y1 2    n m) ( )
( ... ...X X Y Y Y1 2    n m) ( )1
X X A Y Y1    ...  ...n m2
X X Y Y Y1    ... ...n m1 2
By Lemma 4.6 the large and the upper squares are cocartesian, hence the lower square
is cocartesian.
By claim (ii) and the biexactness of the  operation the lower left vertical map
is a co4bration with co4ber (X1 · · ·Xn) (Y1=A · · ·Ym=A); but, as the lower
square is cocartesian, this also holds for the lower right vertical map, since pushouts
of co4brations are required to be co4brations. This concludes the proof that claim (ii)
implies claim (i).
The proof of claim (ii) is split into showing, that the 4rst map actually is a co4bration
and then showing, that the co4ber is as claimed.
4.8. Lemma. The diagram
Y A Y A Y1 2/ / ...   m /A
Y Y1 ... mA Y Y  2 ... m
*
is cocartesian.
Proof. We verify the universal property of a co4ber. Let
P(i) = (A Y1  · · · Yˆ i  · · · Ym)
denote the co4bration sequence of length m with Yi deleted for 16 i6m; let P′ =
(Y1  Y2  · · · Ym) and P˜ = (Y1=A Y2=A · · · Ym=A).
The lemma is to say that
colimf P(1)f −−−−−→ colimf Pf 
∗ −−−−−→ colimf P˜f
is cocartesian (with notation as in Section 3). For that purpose 4rst observe that there
is a factorization
f fP
(1)
=
f f P
( )i
=
f fP ′=  colim
colim
colim
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for 16 i6m. It suTces to check that for all commutative diagrams
f f P
(1)
=
f f P
′
= Z
*
Y Y Y1 2 ... m Y A Y1  +1/ /... i i mA  Y   ...  Y
colim
colim
       
the dotted arrow exists uniquely and hence the map colimf P′f → Z factors uniquely
over colimf P˜f. All unlabeled arrows are the natural ones.
This can be seen by the following commutative diagram in which the dotted arrow
obviously exists by biexactness of the ∧-pairing:
colim f P (i)
=f
Y1∧Y2∧ . . . ∧Yi_1 ∧ A∧Yi+1 ∧ . . . ∧Ym
*colim f P (i)
=f
i Y2∧Y3∧ . . . ∧Yi ∧ A∧Yi+1 ∧ . . . ∧Ymi
Y1∧Y2∧ . . . ∧Yi_1 ∧ Y1∧Yi+1 ∧ . . . ∧Ymi
Y1∧Y2∧ . . . ∧Yi_1 ∧ Yi∧Yi+1 ∧ . . . ∧Ym
colim f P'
=f
Y1∧ . . . ∧Yi_1 ∧ Yi/A∧Yi+1 ∧ . . . ∧Ym Z
The claim now follows by Gertrude Stein’s Lemma [14, Corollary 1.2], i.e. colimits
of colimits are colimits. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.8.
To complete the proof of Lemma 4.7, it remains to show that the left map in its
claim (ii) is a co4bration. This is done by a nested induction, which is set up now
and carried out in Lemma 4.9.
cn: Lemma 4.7(ii) holds for k -products for k ¡n.
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c(1)n; i : Lemma 4.7(i) holds for k -products for k ¡n
and Lemma 4.7(ii) holds for n-products of the type
PP1 · · ·P1Pi · · ·Pn → P1P1 · · ·P1Pi · · ·Pn,
where Pj is in place j, when i6 j6 n. Products for i¿n are interpreted as built
by P and P1 expressions only. The lowest value for i is 2. In this case the sequence
is PP2 · · ·Pn → P1P2 · · ·Pn, i.e. the type of sequence Lemma 4.7(ii) is
about.
4.9. Lemma. (a) The assertion c3 is true.
(b) cn ⇒ c(1)n;n+1 holds for n¿ 3.
(c) cn and c
(1)
n; i ⇒ c(1)n; i−1 holds for 36 i6 n+ 1.
(d) cn and c
(1)
n;2 ⇒ cn+1 is true.
Proof. (a) Given a sequence P  P1  P2 of co4brations; we obtain
P∧P P∧P1 P∧P1/P
P∧P1/P
P1∧P1/P
P1∧P
P1∧P P1∧P1
=
=
f1f2
PP1
The top row is a co4bration sequence by biexactness of ∧. The top left square is
cocartesian; hence the middle row is a co4bration sequence. The bottom row is a
co4bration sequence by biexactness of ∧. The map of co4bers f1 is a co4bration for
the same reason. By the extension property for co4brations f2 is a co4bration. But f2
is the map PP1 → P1P1 in the diagram
PP1 P1P1
PP2 P1P2
P     (P2/P1) P1    (P2/P1)
Here the columns are co4bration sequences by Lemma 4.6. The map on the bottom is
a co4bration by biexactness of . The assertion c3 now follows from the extension
property for co4brations.
To continue with the proof of Lemma 4.9 we observe
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4.10. Lemma. Given a co=bration P  P1; then the squares of products of length n;
(PP1 · · ·P1) ∧ P → (P1P1 · · ·P1) ∧ P;
↓ ↓
(PP1 · · ·P1) ∧ P1 → PP1 · · ·P1P1;
is cocartesian in C.
Proof. This follows by computing PP1 · · ·P1 in four steps.
4.11. Corollary. The co=ber of the map
(PP1 · · ·P1) ∧ P1 → PP1 · · ·P1P1
is (P1=P · · ·P1=P) ∧ P.
Proof. The co4ber of the top map in Lemma 4.10 is by cn and the biexactness of
∧ the object (P1=P · · ·P1=P) ∧ P and hence this is also the co4ber of the lower
map.
Proof of Lemma 4.9 (b). The map
(PP1 · · ·P1) ∧ P1 → (P1 · · ·P1) ∧ P1 = P1 · · ·P1P1
is a co4bration in C by cn and biexactness of ∧. By Corollary 4.11 the co4ber is
(P1=P · · ·P1=P)∧ P1. The top row in the diagram below is a co4bration sequence
by Lemma 4.10. The second row is a co4bration sequence by cn and biexactness
of ∧.
(PP1 . . .P1) PP1 . . .  P1 P1 (P1/P  . . .P1/P)∧PP1
P1
∧
∧
=
(PP1 . . .P1) P1P1 . . .  P1P1 (P1/P  . . .P1/P)∧P1
The right map is a co4bration by the biexactness of ∧. Hence the middle map is a
co4bration by the extension property for co4brations.
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PP1 . . .P1  P1  Pi   . . .Pn
PP1  . . .P1  P1Pi    . . .Pn
PP1  . . .P1  Pi_1  Pi  . . . Pn
P1P1  . . .P1Pi_1  Pi   . . .  Pn
(PP1  . . .P1)       (Pi_1/P1  Pi /P1 . . . Pn/P1) 
(P1P1  . . .P1)       (Pi_1/P1  Pi /P1  . . .  Pn/P1)
(c) The columns are co4bration sequences by cn and Lemma 4.6. The bottom map
is a co4bration by cn and the biexactness of . The map on top is a co4bration by
c(1)n; i ; hence by the extension property for co4brations the middle of the slanted maps
is a co4bration. This is the claim of c(1)n; i−1. (d) Obvious by the set up of the induction
process.
5. Operations on retractive spaces
We 4rst need some more notation for modeling K-theory of spaces with group action.
As usual we will have a simplicial and a topological variant.
5.1. Denition. For a group G; we call a set of subgroups F a family of subgroups;
if F contains at most one member from each conjugacy class of subgroups [11].
5.2. Denition. For a discrete group G; a G-simplicial set Y is said (as in [24]) to
have orbit-types in a family F relative to a G-simplicial set W; if Y may be obtained
from W by direct limit and formation of pushouts of diagrams of the kind
Y ′ ← @n ×G=H →n × G=H;
where n denotes the simplicial n-simplex; @n the simplicial subset ‘boundary’ and
H ∈F.
5.3. Denition. For a G-simplicial set W let R(W;G;F) denote the category whose
objects are triples (Y; r; s); where Y is a G-simplicial set; which has orbit-types in F
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relative to a G-section s :W → Y . The map r :Y → W is determined by a given
G-retraction of Y to sW ; i.e. r ◦ s = idW . The morphisms are the G-simplicial maps;
commuting with the structure data.
5.4. Denition. Let Rf(W;G;F) denote the category with co4brations and weak
equivalences; whose objects (Y; r; s) are in R(W;G;F) and 4nitely many pushouts
Y ′ ← @n ×G=H →n × G=H
with H ∈F suTce to built up Y from W . The co4brations are the injective maps. The
weak equivalences (Y; r; s)→ (Z; t; u) are the maps whose underlying maps Y → Z are
equivariant homotopy equivalences after realization.
5.5. Denition. For a G-space |X | let R(|X |; G;F) denote the category; whose objects
a triples (Y; r; s); where Y is a G − CW -complex relative |X | with orbit-types in F.
That is: Y can be build up from s|X | by direct limit and forming pushouts of the type
Y ′ ← Sn−1 × G=H → Dn × G=H
with H ∈F. As in the simplicial case s : |X | → Y is a G-section with G-retraction
r :Y → s|X |. The maps are the G-cellular maps commuting with the structure data.
5.6. Denition. Let Rf(|W |; G;F) denote the category of co4brations and weak
equivalences; with objects — as in the simplicial case — the 4nite objects of R(|W |; G;
F). The co4brations are the maps; which are isomorphic to G-cellular inclusions; and
the weak equivalence are the equivariant homotopy equivalences again.
There are of course — as in [24] — homotopy 4nite versions of these categories,
which we will only formulate in the topological case.
5.7. Denition. For a G-space |W | let Rhf(|W |; G;F) denote the category with co4-
brations and weak equivalences; whose objects (Y; r; s) are G-retractive spaces over
|W |; which are G-homotopy equivalent to objects in Rf(|W |; G;F). Co4brations are
now equivariant co4brations (i.e. those maps which have the equivariant homotopy
extension property) and the weak equivalences are the maps which are equivariant
homotopy equivalences.
Exactly as in [24, Proposition 2.1.1] one proves:
5.8. Lemma. The approximation theorem applies to the map Rf(|W |; G;F) →
Rhf(|W |; G;F). That is: it induces an equivalence in K-theory.
For the necessary underlying topological assertions see again [11].
From the very de4nition we now get operations !k (!k1 in the notation of
Theorem 4.1):
!k :wsubk G•Rf(∗)→ wGk•Rf(∗; 
k ; {all})
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where {all} denotes a representative for all conjugacy classes of subgroups of 
k . It
suTces to check that the notions of weak equivalence in Rf(∗) becomes moved to the
notion of weak equivalence in Rf(∗; 
K ; {all}) by the functors  and  of Section
4. This follows from the fact that the 4xed point sets of the realizations of the object
products by  and  are given by (iterated pushouts of) diagonals of smash products
(along co4brations).
In the topological case observe, that  and  can be viewed as 4rst taking values
in categories of generalized 4nite pointed 
n − CW -complexes.
For a 4nite group G the category of generalized 4nite pointed G − CW -complexes
has as objects spaces built up from the base point by pushouts of the kind
Y ′ ← @DV ×H G → DV ×H G;
where DV is the disc in an orthogonal 4nite dimensional representation of H . The
maps are cellular with respect to these generalized G-cells [13, p. 52]. The co4brations
are then maps isomorphic to inclusions of generalized G−CW -sub-complexes (cf. [24,
2.1.2]).
Such maps become co4brations of CW -complexes in the ordinary sense, when for-
getting the action of G. So they 4t into the framework of Section 3. By [16, Propo-
sition 9.6] (see also [10, Theorem 7.10], [7,8]) since the spaces involved are compact
G-ANR’s, the class of ordinary G-co4brations is closed under extension in the sense
of De4nition 4.3.
As weak homotopy equivalences of CW -complexes are honest homotopy equiva-
lences and  and  are continuous functors on 4nite CW -complexes, it is automatic,
that they map weak equivalences to equivariant homotopy equivalences.
Since representations have G − CW structures in the strict sense [11], we can view
these target categories of  and  as subcategories of Rhf(| ∗ |; 
k ; {all}).
This composition with inclusion, we will take as the de4nition of (!k) in the topo-
logical case.
To summarize:
5.9. Proposition. Let R denote either Rf(∗) or Rf(| ∗ |) and R
k denote Rf(∗; 
k ;
{all}) or Rhf(| ∗ |; 
k ; {all}) accordingly; then the maps !k of Section 4 induce
operations; called the same way:
!k :w subk G•R• → wGk•R
k :
5.10. Remark. To obtain the complete set—in the sense of Section 4—of operations
!kn :w subk G•R
n → wGk•R
n·k
we use as the building block for the n;k — as in Section 3.4 — the construction

+n·k ∧Bn; k Y k for a 
n object Y:
5.11. Variant. Starting with retractive spaces over a given space X rather than pointed
spaces; the preceding constructions yield operations
!kn :w subk G•R
n(X
n)→ wGk•R
n·k (X n·k):
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Here X n carries the natural 
n operation. To de4ne n;k for n¿ 1 in this case also;
one takes the push out of the formula in 5.10 with the 
n·k equivariant map

+n·k ∧Bn; k (X n)k → X n·k :
6. Compatibility of !k with suspensions
In [6] we obtained a model for the K-theory of spaces based on the G•-construction
using prespectra. We need to extend the operations correspondingly. For the categories
R and R
k de4ned in Section 5 we have:
6.1. Proposition. The following diagram commutes up to natural isomorphism
subk wG•R
!k−−−−−→ wGk•R
k
S1∧−
  (S1···S1)∧−
subk wG•R
!k−−−−−→ wGk•R
k
The presence of the natural isomorphism can be handled with the Grothendieck con-
struction of [20]; a version of homotopy colimits for categories designed for this
situation. This gives operations
!k : hocolimS1∧− w subk G•R→ hocolimS1···S1∧− wGk•R
k :
Since S1 ∧ − and (S1 · · ·S1) ∧ − induce co=brations; one obtains the same ho-
motopy type as with ordinary colimits.

∞R = colim
R can be interpreted as a category with objects strict suspension
prespectra (S1 ∧ Xn = Xn+1) for suTciently large n, maps fn :Xn → Yn for suTciently
large n such that idS1 ∧ fn = fn+1 eventually, with the obvious equivalence relations.

∞R is contained in the category Lax
∞R of suspension prespectra with S1∧Xn →
Xn+1 eventually an isomorphism and maps fn :Xn → Yn such that the diagrams
S1 ∧ Xn ∼−−−−−→ Xn+1
idS1
 ∧fn  fn+1
S1 ∧ Yn ∼−−−−−→ Yn+1
eventually commute.
The inclusion 
∞R → Lax
∞R is an exact equivalence of G•-constructions. By
allowing the operations !k to take values in wGk•Lax

∞
kR
k (where S
1 · · ·S1 is
used instead of S1 in the de4nition of suspension prespectrum), we can de4ne the
operations on category level (the isomorphism is incorporated into !k).
6.2. Corollary. The operations !k extend to operations
!k :w subk G•
∞R→ wGk•Lax
∞kR
k :
To see that the diagram in Proposition 6.1 commutes up to a natural isomorphism
we will just need the following lemmas. The 4rst one is a coherence check on the
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isomorphism IndGH (Res
G
H (X ) ∧ Y ) ∼= X ∧ IndGH (Y ) one has for an H -space Y and a
G-space X , when H is a subgroup of a group G.
6.3. Lemma. There is a natural 
n1+···+nk -isomorphism

n1+···+nk =
n1 × · · · × 
+nk ∧ (S · · ·S)←n1→
∧ · · · ∧ (S · · ·S)
←nk→
∧ Y
↓
(S · · · · · · · · · · ·S)
←n1+···+nk→
∧ 
n1+···+nk =
n1 × · · · × 
+nk ∧ Y
Here 
n1 × · · · × 
nk is considered as a subgroup of 
n1+···+nk in the usual way and
Y has a 
n1 × · · · × 
nk -action. The source space has a 
n1+···+nk -action induced by
induction as de=ned above (Section 2). (Note that this includes the case n1 = n2 =
· · ·= nk = 1.)
Proof. Let g1; : : : ; gN be representatives of the left cosets of 
n1×· · ·×
nk in 
n1+···+nk .
If ggi=gj(h1; · · · ; hk) where g∈
n1+···+nk and hi ∈
ni ; we de4ne ? on the ith-summand
as ?i := gi ∧ idY ; mapping the ith summand of

n1+···+nk =
n1 × · · · × 
+nk ∧ (S · · ·S)←n1→
∧ · · · ∧ (S · · ·S)
←nk→
∧ Y
to the jth summand of
(S · · · · · · · · · · ·S)
←n1+···+nk→
∧ 
n1+···+nk =
n1 × · · · × 
+nk ∧ Y:
The map of the lemma is composed of coherence isomorphisms and ?. To see how
this works consider the following diagram; where we will show that the vertically
composed maps are 
n1+···+nk -equivariant. The diagram describes the mapping of the ith
component to the jth component induced by an element g such that ggi=gj(h1; : : : ; hk).
@ is the natural rearrangement of the brackets.
(S . . .S)∧ . . . ∧(S . . .S)∧Y (S . . .S)∧ . . . ∧(S . . .S)∧Y(h1∧ . . . ∧hk)∧(h1. . . hk)
n1 nk
(S . . . . . . . . . . . .S)∧Y (S . . . . . . . . . . . .S)∧Y
(S . . . . . . . . . . . .S)∧Y (S . . . . . . . . . . . .S)∧Y
(h1∧ . . . ∧hk)∧(h1. . . hk)
n1+. . .+nk n1+. . .+nk
n1 nk
∧idY ∧idY
gi∧idY gj∧idYgj(h1 . . . hk)∧(h1 . . . hk)
g∧(h1 . . . hk)
n1+. . .+nk n1+. . .+nk
The gi ∧ idY are isomorphisms; the top square commutes: this is part of the co-
herence data for the ∧-product. The upper triangle commutes. The lower triangle
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commutes since
(g ∧ (h1; : : : ; hk)) ◦ (gi ∧ idY ) = ggi ∧ (h1; : : : ; hk)
= gj(h1; : : : ; hk) ∧ (h1; : : : ; hk):
6.4. Lemma. There is a natural isomorphism
(S ∧Mi1=l1 ) ∗2 · · · ∗k (S ∧Mik=jk )→ (S · · ·S)
←k→
∧Mi1=l1 ∗2 · · · ∗k Mik =lk :
Here left association and the notation from [5] is used.
Proof. This is proved using the symmetric bimonoidal structure for the ∧-product to
collect the S-factors to the left; Lemma 6.3 and induction.
6.5. Remark. In a formula A1A2 · · ·Ak there are natural isomorphisms between
diCerent ways of evaluating the induction; i.e. diCerent bracketings. As a rule we have
association to the left; and the brackets are suppressed from the exposition.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. This is a consequence of Lemma 6.4.
7. Extending !k to K -theory of spaces
7.1. Theorem. |hocolimS···S∧− wGk•R
k | is homotopy equivalent to |wS•R
k |.
Proof. We will consider homotopy colimits of
wGk•C
k
SV∧−−−−−−→wGk•C
k → · · ·
If SV ∧− is the reduced suspension 
; then the (ho)-colimwGk•C
k gives a model for
wS•C
k as was shown in [6]. We consider the three cases
(i) S1 ∧ − (i.e. the reduced suspension 
).
(ii) (S1 · · ·S1) ∧ − the regular representation of 
k .
(iii) SV ∧− all orthogonal 
k -sub-representations V of the in4nite sum of the regular
representation with itself and their inclusions (cf. [13; p. 11]).
|wS•R
k | −−−−−−−−−−−−→ hocolim
 wGk•R
k
hocolim(S···S)∧− wGk•R
k −−−−−→ hocolim(SV∧−)all V wGk•R
k
The map on top is a weak equivalence as follows from [6]. The lower horizontal
map is a weak equivalence by co4nality since every representation (of 
k) is contained
in a power of the regular representation (S · · ·S).
To see that the vertical map is a weak equivalence, we will consider the map
hocolim
 wGk•R
k
X∧−−−−−−→hocolim
 wGk•R
k :
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For this we assume that X is a 4nite 
k -CW -complex. We are in a situation where
the additivity theorem holds. Hence we can use the co4bration sequences
X (m−1)  X (m) 
∨
m

k=H+m ∧ Sm;
where X (m) is the m-skeleton of X to obtain that X ∧ − is homotopic to
(
∨
m 
k=H
+
m ∧ Sm) ∧ −.
Since Sm ∧ − is homotopic to (−1)mid, this means that smashing with X is the
same as smashing with the reduced 
k -equivariant Euler characteristic. We want to
show that X ∧ − is a weak equivalence, when X is a sphere. Since the formula
Ared(A ∧ B) = Ared(A)Ared(B)
holds for the reduced Euler characteristic in the Burnsidering Ab(
k)—de4ned using
4nite based G-sets—it suTces to show that Ared((SV )L) = ±1 for any 
k -sphere SV .
The reduced Euler characteristic of a sphere Sk is (−1)k . The 4x-point set in a sphere
(with orthogonal action) is again a sphere. Since [X ] → ∏L Ared(X k) is an injective
ring homomorphism Ab(
k) →
∏
L Z, it follows that [X ]∈Ab(
k) is invertible, if X
is a sphere [22, Chapter IV, Sections 1 and 2]. The functors X ∧ − de4ne a module
structure
Ab(
k)× [−; hocolim
 wGk•R
k ]→ [−; hocolim
 wGk•R
k ];
hence SV ∧ − induces a homotopy equivalence [24, Proposition 1.3.2(4)].
8. Taking the free part
The operations in [23] are maps Bn :A(∗) → A(B
n); while the opera-
tions constructed in Section 6 are maps !n :A(∗) → A(
n;{all})(∗), where
A(
n{all})(∗) = hocolim
 wGk•R
n .
We will show:
8.1. Theorem. There is homotopy equivalence
h :A(
n;{all})(∗)→
∏
H∈{all}
A(B(N
n(H))=H)
of in=nite loop spaces. (Here N
n(H) denotes the normalizer of H in 
n.) Composing
h with the projection PE to the factor with H = E gives maps
B˜
n
:A(∗) !
n
−−−−−→A(
n;{all})(∗) PE◦h−−−−−→A(B
n):
In Section 9 we will show:
8.2. Theorem. The maps Bn and B˜
n
are homotopic.
By [24] there is a weak equivalence of in4nite loop spaces A(
n;free∗)(∗) ∼→ A(B
n),
where free∗ denotes pointed free. Theorem 8.1 therefore will follow from:
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8.3. Theorem. For a =nite groups G there exists an in=nite loop space splitting
|hocolimwG•RG| →
∏
H∈{all}
|hocolim
 wG•Rf(∗; NG(H)=H; {e})|:
8.4. Remark. Taking C1; we recover the splitting of the equivariant Whiteheadgroups
of [11].
Let G be a 4nite group, F a family of subgroups. There is a partial ordering 6c
of F. H16c H2 means, that H1 is conjugated to a subgroup of H2. Extend 6c to
a linear ordering of F (also denoted by 6c). H1¡c • H2 will mean H1¡c H2 and
(H16c K6c H2 ⇒ K=H1). We will use this ordering to get a 4ltration of idRf(∗;G;F).
F¿cH (X ) := colimX
K =
⋃
K¿cH X
K de4nes an exact functor
F¿cH :Rf(∗; G;F)→ Rf(∗; G;F):
Let I={Hi | 06 i6 n}, so that for 06 i¡n, Hi ¡c Hi+1. Then we inductively de4ne
the following exact functors:
Si; Qj :Rf(∗; G;F)→ Rf(∗; G;F); −16 i6 n; 06 j6 n
by S−1(X )=X , i.e. S−1 = idRf(∗;G;F): Si(X )=F¿cHi (Si−1(X )), i.e. Si=F¿cHi−1 ◦Si−1
for 06 i6 n and the Qi are de4ned by the natural co4bration sequences
Si(X ) Si−1(X ) Qi(X ); 06 i6 n:
Qi takes values in Rf(∗; G; {Hi}). Let ji :Rf(∗; G; {Hi})→ Rf(∗; G;F) be the inclu-
sion. Then Qi factors as ji ◦ WQi, with WQi a retraction. By the additivity theorem [6],
there results a splitting
hocolimwG•Rf(∗; G; {all}) →
∏
H∈{all}
hocolimwG•Rf(∗; G; {H}):
Now consider the exact functor
Rf(∗; G; {H}) → Rf(∗; NG(H)=H; {e})
X → XH
The construction Y → G+ ∧NG(H) Y gives an exact functor going the opposite way.
These functors induce the desired equivalences.
9. Comparison with Waldhausen’s operations
There is a total operation∏
k
!k :
∏
k¿1
w subk G•Rf(∗)→ 1×
∏
k¿1
wGk•Rf(∗; 
k ; {all})
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and a diagonal wRf(∗)→
∏
k w subk G•Rf(∗), whose kth component is
X −→ X = X = · · ·= X∗= ∗= · · ·= ∗
These objects are mapped via !k to{
X ∧ · · · ∧ X in position LO; L′O′; : : : ; L(k)O(k)
∗ otherwise
We now promote the composition to a map of H -spaces, where the H -space structure
on wRf(∗) is given by categorical sum and on
1×
∏
k¿1
wGk•Rf(∗; 
k ; {all})
by
∗ :Gk•Rf(∗; 
k ; {all})× Gn•Rf(∗; 
n; {all})→ Gk+n• Rf(∗; 
k+n; {all});
where ∗ with 1 is to be interpreted as the identity.
By Lemma 6.3 this map is compatible with taking colimits with respect to the
regular representation. In this version the product of the !k is called the total Segal
operation and denoted with !. (The name we will keep also for restrictions and group
completions of it.) In the notation of the proof of Theorem 7.1
C0 hocolimS1···S1∧− wG
k
•Rf(∗; 
k ; {all}) = Ab(
k):
The operation ∗ induces the multiplication of “power series” 1 ×
∏
k¿1 Ab(
k) —
with leading coeTcient 1 — in the “power series” ring Z×∏k¿1 Ab(
k). We obtain
a map of H -spaces, where the right-hand side is group complete.
We may now restrict to spherical objects in the domain of the total Segal operation.
The group completion of this sub-H -space is a model for A(∗) also. The comparison
argument now proceeds as the construction argument of [23]. So we have obtained:
9.1. Theorem. The total Segal operation ! and the maps !k agree (up to homotopy)
with the operations constructed by Waldhausen in [23].
10. E∞-structure on the total Segal operation
10.1. Theorem. The total Segal operation
! :A(∗) → 1×
∏
n¿1
A
n(∗)
carries an in=nite loop map structure.
The proof will occupy all of Section 10.
In order to put a structure of an E∞-map on the total Segal operation, we extend
the model for K-theory. Why this is needed, is best explained in the framework of
categories C with co4brations and weak equivalences, equipped with a categorical sum
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∨ and a symmetric monoidal biexact pairing ∧. The reason is that for X ∈Gn•C and
Y ∈Gm•C the coherence data for commutativity of the ∧-product
X (i=j1; : : : ; in=jn) ∧ Y (i′1=j′1; : : : ; i′m=j′m)
↓
Y (i′l=j
′
l; : : : ; i
′
m=j
′
m) ∧ X (i1=j1; : : : ; in=jn)
also have to involve a permutation of the coordinates
i1=j1; : : : ; in=jn; i′1=j
′
1; : : : ; i
′
m=j
′
m:
To handle this problem we will use a Thomason homotopy colimit [20] in a similar
way as was done in [1].
Let N be the set of natural numbers and F the category of 4nite subsets of N
and injections. F+ ⊆ F is the full subcategory of non-empty sets. Let  denote the
associative sum on F+ given by
{xi | i = 1; : : : ; n}  {yi | i = 1; : : : ; m}
= {xi | i = 1; : : : ; n} ∪ {yi + xn − y1 + 1 | i = 1; : : : ; m};
where it is assumed that x1¡x2¡ · · ·¡xn and y1¡y2¡ · · ·¡ym.
10.2. Lemma. The category F+ is contractible (i.e. its geometric realization |F+| is
contractible).
Proof. Let t :F+ → F+ be the functor given by x → 1  x where 1 = {0}. Let
C1 :F+ → F+ be the functor given by x → 1. There are natural transformations
IdF+ → t ← C1:
This means that IdF+ ∼ C1. Hence F+ is contractible.
We will assume that the category C and the categories C
n satisfy the extension
property for co4brations (see De4nition 4.3). Hence the iterated G•-construction Gn•C
can be identi4ed with Exact(,(−)n;C). We now need to extend the construction
n → Exact(,(−)n;C) = Gn•(C)
to a functor G(−)• :F → Catop .
On objects x∈Ob(F+) we let GxA(C) :=Exact(,(A)x;C). Observe that we use
diagonals here, e.g. G3AC = GA(GA(GA(C))).
To extend further to F , we de4ne G∅•(C) as the category of functors ,(A)
∅ → C.
Note that C may be identi4ed with G∅•(C) this way.
It remains to describe the behavior on morphisms in F .
Isomorphisms x → x′ in F induce natural morphisms Gx•(C)→ Gx
′
• (C) by permuting
coordinates.
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In general an injection i : x → y induces Gx•(C) → Gy•(C) using stabilization as
follows (note that ,(0) = {L=0; R=0}):
(A)i[x] (A)i[x] (A)i[x] (0)y\ i[x]×{L/0}y\ i[x]×≅
≅
(A)i[x] (A)y\ i[x] ≅ (A)y(A)x X
X'
i* X
C ×
Here X ′ is zero outside ,(A)i[x]×{L=0}y\i[x]. This is the stabilization given by inclusion
of D on the L-line in G0D.
Let F+=GAC denote Thomason’s homotopy colimit [20] with objects (x; X ) where
X :,(A)x → C, and morphisms (x; X )→ (y; Y ) given by i : x → y in F+ and a natural
transformation i∗X → Y in GyAC. The notation extends to F .
10.3. Theorem. F=wG•C gives a model for K-theory.
Proof. To simplify notation here we suppress the w-variable; since it gives an inde-
pendent simplicial direction. We will 4rst show that F+=G•G∞• C gives K-theory. Each
i : x → y in F induces a weak equivalence Gx•G∞• C → Gy•G∞• C. This is so since
G∞• C by [6] is a model of K-theory and the morphisms G
x
•G
∞
• → G∞• C induce weak
equivalences. It follows that G•G∞• C → F+=G•G∞• C → F+ is a quasi4bration. Since
F+ is contractible and G∞• C → G•G∞• C induces a weak equivalence it follows that
F+=G•G∞• C gives models for K-theory.
The functor t :F+ → F+ above induces via x  1 x= t(x) a functor t˜ :F+=G•C→
F+=G•C which on the classifying space level is homotopic to the identity. t˜ is also
injective, i.e. a co4bration. It follows that
F+=G•C→ colim(F+=G•C t˜→F+=G•C t˜→· · ·)
is a weak equivalence. The colimit can be identi4ed with F+=G•G∞• C. Since F+ is
co4nal in F , we conclude that |F=wG•C| is naturally homotopic to |wS•C|.
We note the following variation of a folklore statement:
10.4. Lemma. If T :F → Top∗ is such that T (i) is a homotopy equivalence for all
i∈Mor(F) then for all i; j : x → y in F; T (i) is homotopic to T (j).
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram for ks :y → z; s= 1; 2
x x
Π
y
x
Π
z
Πksid
f
in F . (id k1) ◦ f = (id k2) ◦ f:
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Since T (f) is a homotopy equivalence by assumption it follows that
T (id k1) ∼ T (id k2):
Next consider the commutative diagrams
x  y g←−− y
idki
  ki
x  z h←−− z
T (h ◦ k1)= T ((id k1) ◦ g) ∼ [by the above]∼ T ((id k2) ◦ g)= T (h ◦ k2). Since T (h)
is a homotopy equivalence it follows T (k1) ∼ T (k2).
10.5. Remark. (i) The lemma also holds for full subcategories which are closed under
the sum.
(ii) In particular it follows that each :∈
n induces a map Gn•G∞• C → Gn•G∞• C
that is homotopic to the identity, and that all stabilization maps Gn•C → G∞• C are
homotopic. In the pseudo-additive case [6] this holds for maps Gn•C → Gm•C induced
by injections.
The E∞-structure on the total Segal operation will be described using the following
diagram (SeOp), which has the w-direction suppressed from the notation.
C 01
1×
∏
n¿1
C
n
G1−−−−−→ 1×
∏
n¿1
Gn•C
n 02  G3
1×
∏
n¿1
F=G•C
n
G2−−−−−→ 1×
∏
n¿1
F=G•Gn•C
n
(SeOp)
The maps in the diagram are de4ned as follows.
01: The nth-component is given by 01(c)n = (c ∧ · · · ∧ c)
←n→
, where 
n acts on n-fold
∧-products by permuting factors via coherence data.
G1; G2: The arrows G1 and G2 are given by stabilizations C
n → Gn•C
n .
02; G3: These two are given by the identi4cation C ∼= {∅}=G•C ∼= G∅•C.
Coherence statements for the maps address natural pairings on the categories in the
square. These structures are derived from given coherence data for pairings on C as
follows.
10.6. Denition. Let C be a category with co4brations and weak equivalences; let ∨
be a categorical sum on C; and let ∧ be a symmetric monoidal biexact product on C.
(i) A product ˜ on 1×∏n¿1 C
n is given by
(cn)˜(dn) =
( ∨
s+t=n
Ind
n
s×
t cs ∧ dt
)
;
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where the sum is by left association with s from 0 to n and the induction is as
described prior to De4nition 3.1.
(ii) A composition rule (with the same symbol) ˜ on 1×∏n¿1 Gn•C
n we de4ne
in a similar fashion by
(Xn)˜(Yn) =
( ∨
s+t=n
Ind
n
s×
tXs ∧ Yt
)
;
where the sum is given by left association and induction as above; i.e.
(iii) A binary operation ˆ on 1×∏n¿1 F=G•C
n is given by
Here lu+v=n(xuyv)xsyt : xs  yt →
∐
u+v=n (xu  yv) is the inclusion.
(iv) A composition ˆ on 1 × ∏n¿1 F=G•Gn•C
n is constructed from (iii) in the
same way as (ii) is derived from (i); using
((Xs); (Yt)) → (,(A)s+t Xs×Yt−−−−→C
s × C
t ∧−−−→C
s×
t )
instead of the ∧ pairing in the base category.
10.7. Theorem. Let C be a category with co=brations and weak equivalences; let ∨
be a categorical sum on C; and let ∧ be a symmetric monoidal biexact product on
C. Then
(i) the categories with composition rules (as de=ned in De=nition 10.6) (1 ×∏n¿1
C
n ; ˜) and (1×
∏
n¿1 F=G•C
n ; ˆ); naturally inherit symmetric monoidal struc-
tures from the coherence data given on C;
(ii) the categories (1 ×∏n¿1 Gn•C
n ; ˜) and (1 ×∏n¿1 F=G•Gn•C
n ; ˆ) naturally
carry monoidal structures derived from C;
(iii) the maps from (SeOp)
01 : (C;∨)→
(
1×
∏
n¿1
C
n ; ˜
)
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and
02 :
(
1×
∏
n¿1
C
n ; ˜
)
→
(
1×
∏
n¿1
F=G•C
n ; ˆ
)
are maps of symmetric monoidal categories;
(iv) the maps G1; G2 and G3 are maps of monoidal categories; with structures under-
stood from De=nition 10.6;
(v) G2 is a homotopy equivalence and in the pseudo-additive case G3 is also a
homotopy equivalence;
(vi) the diagram (SeOp) is commutative (in the category of monoidal categories).
Proof. For the claims in (i) we explicitly consider coherence for 1×∏n¿1 F=G•C
n .
The claim for (1×∏n¿1 C
n) is by restriction.
To check for coherence we consider the k-fold iterated operations. Each such is
canonically isomorphic to
(x1n; X
1
n )ˆ · · · ˆ(xkn; X kn ) =
( ∐
tl+···tk=n
(x1t1  · · ·  xktk )
∨
s1+···+sk=n
(
l
∐
t1+···+tk=n
x1s1···xksk
(x1t1  · · ·  xktk )
)
∗
Ind
n
s1×···×
sk (X
1
s1 ∧ · · · ∧ X ksk )):
The formula on the right-hand side is interpreted by the “left association rule”. Here
X isi ∈G
xisi• (C
si ) and X
1
s1 ∧ · · · ∧ X ksk ∈G
x1s1···x
k
sk• C
s1×···×
sk . The latter is induced up
to Ind
n
s1×···×
sk (X
1
s1 ∧ · · · ∧ X ksk )∈G
x1s1···x
k
sk• C
n using a representation of Ind with
sums in G
x1s1···x
k
sk• C. The various Ind
n
s1×···×
sk (X
1
s1 ∧ · · · ∧ X ksk ) are then stabilized
to G
∐
t1+···+tk=n(x
1
t1
···xktk )• C
n . Note that the construction makes each part have its own
coordinate part.
The isomorphisms for the k-fold operations come from the following. The way they
come will imply the desired coherence.
Let lns1 ;s2 ;:::;sk be the inclusion
x1s1  x2s2  · · ·  xksk →
∐
t1+t2+···+tk=n
(x1t1  x2t2  · · ·  xktk )
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and X 1s1  X
2
s2 = Ind

s1+s2

s1×
s1X
1
s1 ∧ X 2s2 . Then
(pr2(X 1ˆ(X 2ˆX 3)))n =∨
s1+t=n
(lns1 ;t)∗
(
X 1s1 
( ∨
s2+s3=t
(lts2 ;s3 )∗(X
2
s2  X
3
s3 )
))
 ∼=∨
s1+t=n
( ∨
s2+s3=t
(lns1 ;t)∗(X
1
s1  ((l
t
s2 ;s3 )∗(X
2
s2  X
3
s3 )))
)
 ∼=∨
s1+s2+s3=n
(lns1 ;s2 ;s3 )∗(X
1
s1  (X
2
s2  X
3
s3 )) ∼=
(pr2(X 1ˆX 2ˆX 3))n
(pr2((X 1ˆX 2)ˆX 3))n =∨
t+s3=n
(lnt; s3 )∗
(( ∨
s1+s2=t
(lts1 ;s2 )∗(X
1
s1  X
2
s2 )
)
 X 3s3
)
 ∼=∨
t+s3=n
( ∨
s1+s2=t
(lnt; s3 )∗(l
t
s1 ;s2 )∗(X
1
s1  X
2
s2 ) X
3
s3 )
)
 ∼=∨
s1+s2+s3=n
(lns1 ;s2 ;s3 )∗((X
1
s1  X
2
s2 ) X
3
s3 ) =
(pr2(X 1ˆX 2ˆX 3))n
The isomorphisms in the preceding two diagrams are given by coherence isomorphisms
for the categorical sum and ∧ in C.
The desired coherence for associativity for ˆ is in this way given by the coher-
ence of associativity for , which in turn is a consequence of the coherence of the
categorical sum and the biexact ∧ in C.
The “symmetric” part of the claim is obtained by the isomorphisms for permuting
summands, permuting factors and changing from one embedding of a product 
s1 ×
· · · × 
sk in 
n to another by a block permutation of n. The indexing makes this
well de4ned, as it does with the identi4cation of the k-fold operation de4ned at the
beginning of the proof.
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That there is no coherence obstruction coming from the rearrangement in the base
category follows from Laplaza’s coherence theorem [12, Proposition 10] for distributiv-
ity: as ∨ is a categorical sum and ∧ is biexact, checking commutativity of Laplaza’s 30
diagrams (which include the coherence diagrams for ∨ and ∧) reduce to checking the
coherence diagrams for ∧ in C, but these commute by assumption. Hence (i) is proved.
The argument given in the proof of (i) for associativity continues to hold for the
categories in (ii) of the theorem. (A permutation causes a switch of coordinates, for
which there is no natural isomorphism to the identity for the categories in (ii). So the
argument for coherence of commutativity does not extend.)
We now address the claims in (iii) about the maps 01 and 02. The biexactness of ∧
and its given symmetric monoidal structure gives canonical natural isomorphisms
&kn :
∧
n
(
k∨
i=1
ci
)
∼=→
∨
s1+···+sk=n
Ind
n
s1×···×
sk
k∧
i=1
(∧
si
ci
)
called the Cartan (multinomial) formulas. (
∧
n d denotes the n-fold ∧ of d with itself
given by left association as always.) The &kn assemble to natural isomorphisms
&k : 01 ◦ ∨k
∼=→ (˜)k ◦ 0k1 :
Using Laplaza’s theorem as in (i), it follows that &k satis4es the coherence data for a
(lax) symmetric monoidal structure on 01.
The assertion on 02 is more immediate. We may view 02 just as an inclusion of a
symmetric monoidal subcategory, identifying C
n with G
∅
•C
n .
The maps G1; G2 and G3 can similarly be viewed as inclusions of monoidal subcat-
egories. For G1; G2 we think of the C
n as subcategories of G
n
•C
n via stabilization,
while G3 is induced in the same way as 02.
The commutativity of (SeOp) as a diagram of monoidal functors with the structures
given above to the individual maps is now straightforward.
Finally, and closing the proof of Theorem 10.7 G2 is a homotopy equivalence by
the proof of Theorem 10.3. The assertion on G3 uses Theorem 10.3 and the result
from [6], that in pseudo-additive case wG•C gives a model for the K-theory of C
as well.
10.8. Remark. When C has an internal suspension as in [6]; then using X → S1∧X in
C; X → (∧n S1)∧X in C
n for internal suspension; we obtain lax symmetric monoidal
(resp. monoidal) functors and can pass to prespectra as in [6]. Hence Theorem 10.7
carries over to K-theory in the situation of [6].
Proof of 10.1. Given the results of this section we arrive at the proof of Theorem 10.1
via reduction of the calculation of K-theory of spaces to spherical objects wSn
[24; 1.7]. That is K-theory of spaces is also given by the group completion of
(colimn wSn;∨) as an E∞-space and E∞-maps survive group completion.
10.9. Remark. (1) The sum operation
(x; X ); (y; Y ) → (x  y; (lxyx )∗X ∨ (lxyy )∗Y )
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gives F=G•C an E∞-structure which is compatible with the one coming from ∨ on
G∞• C. The construction of the sum operation only uses that ∨ is exact. Hence it
generalizes and gives pairings F=G•C × F=G•D → F=G•E for exact functors
C ×D→ E [cf. 3].
(2) The multiplication
(x; X ); (y; Y ) → (x  y; X ∧ Y )
also gives an E∞-structure on F=G•C. This construction works for biexact pairings on
category level.
(3) These two types of operations do not satisfy the distributivity conditions for
E∞-rings on the nose. In general we only know that distributivity holds up to non-
coherent homotopy. A similar remark applies to the Cartan formula. In the A-theory
case the E∞-ring property has been derived by other methods in [18].
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Appendix A.
Here we extend the Grayson-construction A → ,k(A); A∈H (reviewed in
Section 2) to categories with exact sequences by reformulating it in terms of Wald-
hausen’s S•-construction.
From this we can invoke a Grothendieck construction, which is a factorization of
the operation !n (Proposition A.8), where only the last map depends on the ∧ pairing.
A.1. Remark and Denition. The Sn-construction of [24] can be extended to the con-
text of categories with exact sequences (and weak equivalences). The requirement on
a diagram
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is that all sequences Xj=i  Xk=i  Xk=j are exact sequences. SnC can also be interpreted
as Exact(Ar([n]);C); where Ar([n]) is the category of arrows i=j=(j → i) in [n]=(0→
1 → · · · → n); except the identity arrows; and where the exact sequences are the
sequences j=i → k=i → k=j for i¡ j¡k.
A.2. Construction. We reexpress the objects of ,k(A) in terms of the S•-construction.
An object (i1=j1; ∗2; i2=j2; : : : ; ∗k ; ik =jk)∈,k(A) has the form
(i1=j1;; : : : ;; is1 =j1;; is1+1=js1+1;; : : : ;; is1+s2=js1+1;; : : : ;; : : : ;
is1+···+sl−1+1=js1+···+sl−1+1;; : : : ;; is1+···+sl−1+sl =js1+···+sl−1+1)
with
∑l
i=1 si = k. The parts
(is1+···+sr−1+1=js1+···+sr−1+1;; : : : ;; is1+···+sr−1+sr =js1+···+sr−1+1)
can be interpreted as objects in Ssr (,(A)).
The interpretation is that a part (i1=j1;; : : : ;; im=j1) is viewed as
i1=j1  i2=j1  · · · im=j1
↓ ↓
i2=i1  · · · im=i1
↓
...
↓
im=im−1
in Sm(,(A)). Since ,(A) is a partially ordered set, the inserted “quotient objects” are
uniquely de4ned.
To get an alternative description of the maps in the category ,k(A) we introduce an
indexing device.
A.3. Denition. Let Ik be the category of partitions of the integer k. This is the partially
ordered set with objects
Ob(Ik) =
{
(n1; : : : ; nl) | ni¿ 1 and
l∑
i=1
ni = k
}
:
The morphisms are
(n1; : : : ; ns1 ; ns1+1; : : : ; ns1+s2 ; : : : ; ns1+···+si−1+1; : : : ; ns1+···+sr )
 s1∑
i=1
ni;
s1+s2∑
i=s1+1
ni; : : : ;
s1+···+sr∑
i=s1+···+sr−1+1
ni

 :
A.4. Denition. Let C denote a category with exact sequences. For k =
∑l
i=1 ni we
de4ne “partial information” functors
tkni : Sn1+···+nlC→ SniC
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by the rule
X1=0  X2=0  · · · Xn1=0  Xn1+1=0  · · · Xn1+···+nl=0
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
X2=1  · · · Xn1=1  Xn1+1=1  · · · Xn1+···+nl=1
↓ ↓
...
...
↓ ↓
Xn1+1=n1  · · · Xn1+···+nl=n1
...
...
↓
Xn1+···+nl=n1+···+nl−1
is mapped to
Xn1+···+ni−1+1=n1+···+ni−1  · · · Xn1+···+ni−1+ni =n1+···+ni−1
(with subquotients).
A.5. Remark and Denition. The “partial information” functors from De4nition A.4
give the morphism part of a functor
Fk;C : I
op
k → Cat
given on objects by Fk;C((n1; : : : ; nl)) = Sn1C × · · · × SnlC.
A.6. Denition. For a category C with exact sequences we denote with C¡k¿ the
Grothendieck construction ([20]; see also [9]) I opk
∫
Fk;C equipped with the following
class of exact sequences. The exact sequences in C¡k¿ are the sequences (where the
subobjects are omitted from the notation and X ni denotes objects in Sni):
(X n1 ; : : : ; X ns ; X ns+ns+1 ; X ns+2 ; : : : ; X nl)
↓
(X n1 ; : : : ; X ns ; X
′
ns+ns+1 ; X ns+2 ; : : : ; X nl)
↓
(X n1 ; : : : ; X ns ; Y ns ; Y ns+1 ; X ns+2 ; : : : ; X nl);
where the sequence
(X ns+ns+1)→ (X ′ns+ns+1)→ (Y ns ; Y ns+1)
is exact. This is so if and only if it has the form
(X1  · · · Xn  A Y2  · · · Ym)
↓
(X1  · · · Xn  Y1  Y2  · · · Ym)
↓
(X1  · · · Xn; Y1=A · · · Ym=A)
for (X1  · · · Xn  A Y1  Y2  · · · Ym) in Sn+m+1C.
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Here we allow n= 0 (i.e. that the part X1  · · · Xn is missing).
A.7. Lemma. (i) Let (!)−ExCat be the category of categories with exact sequences;
exact functors (and weak equivalences). Then the map C → C¡k¿ is a functor
(−)¡k¿ : (!)− ExCat → (!)− ExCat:
(ii) ,k(A) = ,(A)¡k¿.
Proof. By inspection.
From Lemma A.7 we get a functor—again denoted by (−)¡k¿—
Exact(,(A);C)→ Exact(,k(A);C¡k¿):
Composition with .∗k gives a functor
(!′)k :Exact(,(A1 : : : Ak);C)→ Exact(,(A1)× · · · × ,(Ak);C¡k¿)
Given operations  and  for C satisfying (E1)–(E5), we may view n as a functor
n : SnC→ C
n . This gives maps
Sn1C× · · · ×SnlC n1 × · · · ×nl
C
n1× · · · ×C
nl × id
C
n1+n2 × C
n3 × · · · × C
nl × id
· · · 
C
n1+···+nl
(with left association for  as indicated), which by (E5) combine to a functor
∧¡k¿ :C¡k¿ → C
k :
Using (E5) again it follows, that ∧¡k¿ is exact. Adding weak equivalences to the
picture is immediate.
The composite
is !k . We record this as:
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A.8. Proposition. The following diagram commutes
where only wGk•(∧¡k¿) depends on the choice of operations  and  satisfying
(E1)–(E5).
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